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Overview
CAMPBELL CLOUD™ is a cloud-based intelligent data and 
system management platform. As a cloud computing platform 
delivered via the internet, CAMPBELL CLOUD can be accessed 
remotely. As a data management system, it pulls data from 
automated monitoring systems and archives the data in a 
secure cloud environment, providing quality assurance and 
quality control for retrieved data.

CAMPBELL CLOUD also provides metadata on the remote 
automated monitoring systems, including electronics and 
hardware; analyzes the data; and places the information 
needed to make critical decisions where you need it, when you 
need it.

For general information about CAMPBELL CLOUD, also visit 
our introductory web page. 

Benefits and Features
Entire network viewable as summary tiles for the station, on a 
map with clickable pins, and as a table to view the last time 
the data was ingested

Easy viewing of the current values for key measurements

Quick data snapshots of current and historical data for each 
station

A single point of visualization for data from Campbell 
Scientific data loggers

Management of all network stations from a single point

Data vetting for accuracy and reliability prior to being 
displayed

Security features to prevent unwanted intruders from 
compromising your data

Custom alerts and notifications to email you critical 
information

Automatic software updates and improvements via the 
cloud-hosted platform

Web-based platform requiring no installation on your 
computer

Detailed Description
CAMPBELL CLOUD is a cloud-based service that supports 
modern Campbell Scientific data loggers and data-acquisition 

systems. CAMPBELL CLOUD provides four major functions.

Connect

Connect, 
Collect, 
Visualize, and 
Gain Insight
Help your personnel make critical 
decisions
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CAMPBELL CLOUD connects to each monitoring station in the 
network via a hosted LoggerNet server for outbound PakBus/
TCP connections to the CR1000(X), CR200(X), CR300, CR310, 
CR350, CR3000, CR6, CR800, CR850, GRANITE™6, GRANITE™9, 
and CRVW3(-NE) devices; directly and through a PakBus router; 
and via a secure MQTT protocol for CR6 and CR1000X 
dataloggers.

Collect
Raw data (as received from the data source) is ingested into 
CAMPBELL CLOUD via various methods. The time-series data is 
stored as it is received from the source.

Visualize
CAMPBELL CLOUD provides data that has been validated 
through an extensive quality assurance and quality control 
process. This data is then presented in the Map View and 
station information tiles. Graphical visualization of the data can 
be merged. Alarms and notifications are sent to critical users 
via email. Merging data from CAMPBELL CLOUD into existing 
interfaces is made easy with API control. In addition, critical 
information about the station location as well as specific 
information about the sensors, data loggers, and other 
hardware are recorded as metadata and in the station journal.

Insight
With CAMPBELL CLOUD, Campbell Scientific ensures your data 
is quality checked, safe, reliable, and accessible when you need 
it, where you need it.
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